W³Net™ Supplier Managed Inventory

The combination of a happy customer and ease of effort
creates a successful sales program. Through our Supplier
Managed Inventory (SMI) Module, you can keep your
products stocked to meet your customer demands without
you or anyone else having to actively monitor the stocking
levels or calculate replenishment requirements. Our SMI
Module does it for you!

• Improved Inventory
Accuracy
• Increased Inventory Turns
• Reduced Data Entry and
Errors
• Enhanced Business
Relationships
• Additional Dollars to the
Bottom Line

Program/Contract Sales Management
Our Program Sales Module keeps track of your customers inventory by product, by location and by
the required time interval you need to replenish the appropriate stocking level. Inventory is monitored
by our system against the minimum/maximum stocking levels you set for each product and each
Customer store location, and against the inventory level for the available products in your inventory.
The system will suggest replenishment levels that can be completed automatically or reviewed and
over ridden by the user. The managing company determines the appropriate procedure.

Consignment Inventory Management
Some customers require that you keep certain levels of products stocked in one of their locations.
You retain ownership of the products while located at their location and do not get paid until the
products are shipped from their location. While it is essential to keep an agreed level of products
stocked at the various locations, it becomes even more critical that you have accurate, up to date
information to manage your inventory levels appropriately and make informed sales and shipping
decisions with the inventory on hand at your sales site.
Our Consignment Inventory Module will allow you to monitor each location’s inventory level against
historical sales and shipments, consider in-transit orders and ETA's, check on-hand inventory at your
point of sale, and systematically recommend the level of replenishment by product and location. This
will ensure that you will not have too much inventory sitting at the customer’s location waiting for
shipment, and allow you to get higher asset utilization from your inventory position.

Document Exchange and Integration
The W3Net SMI module will enable your company to administer your program sales with minimum
effort. Our technology allows you to leverage your computer system and your trading partner’s
system to create a seamless information flow that greatly reduces your data entry costs. The added
electronic collaboration takes much of the pain from the program sale and increases the efficiency of
your process, which saves you and your partner time and money.
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